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Death before Birth: Fetal Health and Mortality in Historical PerspectiveOxford University Press, 2009

	Considering its importance, the history of fetal health and mortality remains a neglected area. Medical historians have tended to focus on maternal mortality and professional conflicts between midwives rather than on the unborn, while among the social scientists demographers and epidemiologists have until recently devoted most of their...
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Toward Scientific MedicineSpringer, 2013

	Scientific medicine in Miettinen’s conception of it is very different from the two ideas about it that come to eminence in the 20th century.  To him, medicine is scientific to the extent that it has a rational theoretical framework and a knowledge-base from medical science.  He delineates the nature of that...
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The Divine Ideas Tradition in Christian Mystical TheologyOxford University Press, 2021

	By the time of early modernity, a widely deployed tenet of Christian thought had begun to vanish. The divine ideas tradition, the teaching that all beings have an eternal existence as aspects of God's mind, had functioned across a wide range of central Christian doctrines, providing Christian

	thinkers and mystical teachers with...
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.NET Game Programming with DirectX 9.0Apress, 2003
.net Game Programming with DirectX 9.0 is a cool book that gets you up to speed fast on your own game projects. Balanced and complete, .net Game Programming with DirectX 9.0 is aimed toward beginners and advanced programmers alike. The first book to cover the Managed DirectX 9.0 interfaces, from Direct3D to DirectPlay, .net Game Programming with...
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Adventures in CriminologyRoutledge, 1999
[The book] is one of great distinction, scholarship and wit. ...a pleasure to read and which, itself, is a primary source of evidence from which much can be learnt.
–Punishment and Society     

Sir Leon Radzinowicz is one of the key figures in the development of criminology in the twentieth century....
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Windows Forensic Analysis DVD ToolkitSyngress Publishing, 2007
The only book available on the market that addresses and discusses in-depth forensic analysis of Windows systems. Windows Forensic Analysis DVD Toolkit takes the reader to a whole new, undiscovered level of forensic analysis for Windows systems, providing unique information and resources not available anywhere else. This book covers both live and...
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SAP Simple Finance: An Introduction, SAP S/4HANASAP Press, 2015

	With the arrival of SAP Simple Finance, SAP is integrating its newest technologies into age-old business operations and you need to keep up. See what SAP Simple Finance can do, what it offers your organization, and where to begin with this introduction to this feather-light finance solution that packs a punch. Take a look at the applications...
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Leave Out the Tragic Parts: A Grandfather's Search for a Boy Lost to AddictionPublicAffairs, 2021

	This extraordinary investigation of the death of the author's grandson yields a powerful memoir of addiction, grief, and the stories we choose to tell our families and ourselves.
	
		 

	
		Jared Kindred left his home and family at the age of eighteen, choosing to wander...
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Violence at Sea: Piracy in the Age of Global TerrorismRoutledge, 2006
Violence at Sea is an overview of maritime piracy, examining threats that piracy poses to global security and commerce, as well as measures and policies to mitigate the threat. The essays analyze piracy activities in key shipping lanes (including the African coast, the Arabian Sea, the Bay of Bengal, and the Straits of Malacca-South China...
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Web-Based Learning: Men And Machines: Proceedings of the First International Conference on Web-Based Learning in China (ICWL 2002)World Scientific Publishing, 2002
Proceedings of the First Intl Conference on Web-Based Learning in China,   held August 17-19, 2002 in Hong Kong. An up to date study of technical,   pedagogical and managerial issues in Web-based learning. Softcover.     

Nowadays, our society has entered into the information age, in which people intend to acquire the information as...
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Greece in the Making, 1200-479 BC (Routledge History of the Ancient World)Routledge, 2009

	Greece in the Making 1200–479 BC is an accessible and comprehensive account of Greek history from the end of the Bronze Age to the Classical Period. The first edition of this book broke new ground by acknowledging that, barring a small number of archaic poems and inscriptions, the majority of our literary evidence for...
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Master Handbook of AcousticsMcGraw-Hill, 2009
What makes a book a classic? More than anything, a classic book is one that we know and trust, a well-used book with dog-eared covers and underlined passages. Without question, Mr. Everest’s The Master Handbook of Acoustics qualifies as a classic. It was extremely well received when the first edition appeared in 1981, and strong reader demand...
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